
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE THEORV OF STABILIZATION POLICY

John B. Taylor

During the past decade the theoretical framework underlying

macroeconomic stabilization analysis has undergone a number of signifi-

cant developments. Theories designed to explain the crucial linkage

between aggregate demand policy and real economic variables have been

revised following the research on the “new microfoundations” of employ-

ment and inflation. Critical expectations effects of stabilization

policy have been incorporated into the theoretical framework through

the use of rational expectations. Optimal control techniques have

become sophisticated enough to be used on large nonlinear econometric

models, and more recently have been adapted for use in models with

endogenous expectations. Supply considerations have been recognized as

having important policy implications and, when necessary, have been

incorporated into policy analyses. Theories underlying the choice

between rules and discretionary policy have been altered and refined.

These developments are likely to play an important role in the practi-

cal evaluation of economic policy in the years ahead.

This paper reviews these developments in the theory of stabili-

zation policy and outlines some of their implications for macroeconomic

policy evaluation. The first section reviews the theories which have
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been developed to explain the effect of policy variables on the real

economy. As there is still little consensus here, a number of alter-

native representative models are presented and compared. The second

section examines the implications of these different theories for the

problem of reducing the rate of inflation, which is likely to be one of

the more important policy issues in the years ahead. The third section

discusses a number of issues which have arisen in recent policy analyses

and which are closely related to the changes in the theoretical frame-

work: The Lucas critique of traditional policy evaluation procedures,

the applicability of optimal control, the choice of rules versus dis-

cretion, and the applicability of the new equilibrium approach to

stabilization policy.

With few exceptions this review focuses on theoretical research

on domestic stabilization policies. International considerations and

empirical results are reviewed in other papers prepared for this con-

ference. Some of the topics reviewed here have recently been the sub-

ject of a large number of survey and expositional works. The variety

of survey papers by Barro (1979), Buiter (1979), Fishcer (1979),

McCallum (1979), Phelps (1979), Prescott (1977), Santonero and Seater

(lg78), and Shiller (1978) and the books by the Ball committee (1978),

and Sargent (1979) provide further detail and alternative perspectives

on the topics reviewed here.

Expectations play a predominant role in any discussion of stabili-

zation analysis. For the discussion that follows, the benchmark assump-

tion will be that expectations are formed rationally. Variations from

this benchmark —- due perhaps to the necessity of people gradually learn-

ing about whether the economy has undergone a structural change -- are
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considered in the course of the discussion along with variations in the

model underlying the policy analysis.

THEORIES OF AGGREGATE DEMAND EFFECTS ON REAL OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT

In the idealized world of complete markets with perfect informa-

tion about opportunities in all markets, changes in the money supply ——

or more generally, changes in aggregate demand —- do not affect real

economic variables such as real GNP and employment. Apart from distri-

bution effects, aggregate demand fluctuations are translated point-for—

point into price fluctuations. Money is neutral. Many of the theoret-

ical developments in macroeconomics in the 1970s have been concerned

with explaining, in more detail and with more rigor than earlier

theories, why this neutrality is not observed in the real world. A

reasonably firm understanding of the mechanism generating this non—

neutrality is certainly necessary for evaluating stabilization policy

because aggregate demand management tools, such as money growth and

government expenditure plans, are the primary instruments of stabili-

zation policy)

1The effects of government policies which impact directly on
relative prices can be evaluated in principle using the standard al—
locative theories of microeconomics. Some examples: a relative low-
ering of tax rates on capital would be expected to stimulate investment
by raising the desired capital-labor ratio; a higher steady rate of
inflation has allocation effects by acting as a tax on real money bal-
ances; and unemployment insurance can raise the equilibrium unemploy-
ment rate by driving a wedge into the work—leisure tradeoff. Apart
from disagreement over the magnitude of the relevant elasticities for
measuring these effects, there has been a general consensus among
economists that such policies have real effects. However, because
these policies are used for allocative or distributional purposes, they
are not generally flexible enough to be considered seriously in stabi-
lization analysis. Nevertheless, their importance cannot be overlooked
in analyzing macroeconomic trends. See Feldstein (1978) for a summary
of such effects on unemployment.
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Recent theories of the observed link between aggregate demand and

real variables can be grouped into two types -- information-based

theories in which the uncertainties about economy—wide disturbances are

emphasized, and contract—based theories in which temporary rigidities

in prices and wages are emphasized. At the risk of becoming too taxon-

omic, it will be useful to further classify each of these theories.

Among the information—based theories it is important to distinguish

between those in which the uncertainty is whether an observed economic

change is local or economy-wide, and those in which the uncertainty is

whether an economic change is ~ Similarly, among

the contract—based theories it is important to distinguish between

those that emphasize relative price shifts due to asymmetrical rigid-

ities (for example, wages are rigid while prices are flexible), and

those that emphasize the general persistence of all prices due to non—

synchronous price (or wage) setting relative to a prevailing trend in

prices (or wages).

~tain ty a bout Local Versus A g re a te Econ omic Condition s

Perhaps the most significant finding of the research2 on the “new

microeconomics” is that imperfect information about economic conditions

outside an individual’s own market or industry can have profound impli-

cations for the behavior of inflation and employment. Suppose aggre-

gate demand increases because of a higher rate of money growth. Then

individual firms will find an increased demand for their products, and

will respond by increasing their production (and perhaps running down

2See Phelps etal (1970).
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their inventories of finished goods). But much of this higher real

)roduction may be due to the misperception on the part of each firm that

the increased demand is a relative shift toward the product it sells.

3ecause there is always imperfect information about whether an increase

in sales is a local phenomenon, this misperception and the consequent

real output response is unavoidable. If, on the contrary, each firm

<new that the increase in demand was connon to all firms in the economy,

3nd was due to the purely nominal increase in the money supply, then its

Droduction response would be much smaller. If prices and wages were

generally flexible, then firms would know that prices and wages should

quickly rise to offset the increase in the money supply, and therefore

that an increase in output would not be warranted. In the limiting case

of perfectly flexible prices, good information about what is going on

elsewhere in the economy enables firms to respond just as they would be

predicted to do in the money—neutral world of general equilibrium theory.

But even with perfectly flexible prices, imperfect information creates

a non—neutrality in which firms respond to aggregate demand stimulus by

increasing real output. The link between aggregate demand and real vari-

ables, according to this theory, depends in no essential way on price or

wage rigidities. As long as there is imperfect information about the

source of aggregate demand shifts, the correlation between aggregate demand

and real output will exist. Of course, the possibility of a coincidence

of perfectly flexible prices and wages with these well—known empirical

correlations means that policy implications will be much different.

Simple descriptions of this theory are found in Phelps et al.

(1970) and Lucas (1973). The algebra of the Lucas presentation is
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convenient for our purposes and can be represented in terms of a simple 1:

quantity theory of aggregate demand.

(1) y+p=m+v

combined with an “aggregate supply” equation

(2) y=u(p~ p).

All variables are measured in logarithms and should be thought of

as deviations from secular trends: y is real GNP, p is the aggregate

price index, m is the money supply, and v is velocity. The p tern

represents a forecast of the price level before the information about m

and v becomes available. The difference between p and p represents the

average difference between each firm’s observation of demand conditions

during the period and its guess about economy—wide demand conditions.

This difference represents the misperception or mistake discussed above

which causes firms to increase their production. The sum of all firms’

production responses is y. (It turns out that it is convenient alge-

braically to use prices to index demand conditions.)

Substituting from (1) into (2) and noting that from (2) that y’~0,

we find3

y = ~(m - rn + v - v).

3We take to be a rational (unbiased) forecast of p; hence
E(p-~) = 0. “Biased” forecasts are treated in Section 1.2 below and
arise because of information confusion about what is the actual model
underlying pol icy or the structure of the economy. These “biased”
forecasts have forms which resemble adaptive expectations, but unlike
adaptive expectations are closely related to the structure of the model.
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Hence real output responds positively to unanticipated money m—rn and

unanticipated velocity v-v. This is the critical link between real

variables aild aggregate demand which the theory explains.

However, because only unanticipated changes in aggregate demand

affect real output, the policy implications of this linkage theory are

striking: if the monetary authorities change their policy instrument m

in a way which can be predicted by individuals in the economy, then in

our notation mrn and the change in m does not affect real output at all.

And from equation (1) the change in m is translated entirely into a

point—for—point change in p, apart from any unanticipated shifts in

velocity. This famous “policy—ineffectiveness” result, emphasized by

Lucas (1973), Sargent and Wallace (1975) and Barro (1976), has under-

standably stimulated a large volume of research.

The significance of this theory for practical stabilization anal-

ysis is not simply the neutrality result —— the idealized general

equilibrium model has long been known to yield neutrality as discussed

above. Rather the significance is due to the appearance of neutrality

in a model which explains the empirically observed correlation between

aggregate demand policy and real output. The theory would be of little

practical importance if it did not generate this important empirical

result. The econometric work of Sargent (1976) and Barro (1977, 1978),

has been aimed at making this empirical connection more formal and

rigorous.

I think it is fair to say that this empirical work has demon-

strated that the theory is consistent with these correlations. Other

facts have been more difficult to reconcile with the theory. The per-

sistence of unemployment is one regularity which does not emerge from
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the simple theory, and was used as a critique of the theory by Hall

(1975) and Modigliani (1977). A number of modifications of the theory

to account for this persistence have been suggested. Lucas (1975) em-

phasized that unanticipated shocks could cause firms’ capital stock to

get out of line, and this would have repercussions on production in

later periods as the capital stock is adjusted. Sargent (1979) empha-

sized adjustment costs in changing employment. Blinder and Fischer

(1978) have placed more emphasis on finished—goods inventory being

drawn down or accumulated. Optimal inventory adjustments in later

periods will then require production changes and thereby cause a cor-

relation between output changes at different dates. All these theoret-

ical modifications of the basic information-based model with perfectly

flexible prices can in principle explain persistence, but it has yet to

be demonstrated whether actual inventory behavior or costs of employment

adjustment are sufficient to explain the persistence.

There is, of course, much other evidence which the theory can be

tested against. Two pieces of evidence which seemingly run counter to

the theory are procyclical productivity changes, and a slight tendency

for real wages to vary procyclically, though the latter is much less

pronounced. Sargent (1979), extending the work of Lucas (1970), has

shown, however, that these observations are consistent with the limited—

information flexible price models. His proof involves disaggregating

employment into straight-time and over—time, and assuming that straight-

time employment is more costly to adjust, but that over—time workers

must be paid more on average. Under these conditions firms will find

it optimal to employ more straight-time workers than over—time workers

on ~ but to make larger ~ in employment among over-time
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workers than straight—time workers, when demand conditions change

across the business cycle. This behavior implies that real average

hourly earning will tend to increase during booms, because of the shift

of the mix of workers toward higher paid overtime employment, even

though real wages may fall for both groups of workers. Moreover, since

fewer over—time workers are employed on average than straight—time

workers, their marginal productivity is higher. Hence, the shift to-

ward more over—time employment causes average productivity in the econ-

omy to increase. Sargent (1978) has attempted to see if this intricate

theory is sufficient to explain the phenomena quantitatively, and finds

that, although there are some discrepancies, the theory generally con-

forms to the facts. Another explanation for the procyclical behavior

of real wages is given in Phelps (1969) using a model of inventory

behavior. New data now becoming available on real inventories may per-

mit a check of this explanation.

From the point of view of stabilization theory a number of exten-

sions of the basic information-based model represented in equation (2)

should be mentioned. Cukierman (1979) has shown that the limited—

information assumptions can be generalized to permit firms to change

their expenditures in order to better determine the source of economy—

wide events. This makes the information structure endogenous to the

rest of the economy, including policy, and thereby removes the

criticism that the theory unrealistically places an exogenous informa-

tion structure on economic agents. He finds that the general results

of the theory are robust with respect to this modification.

McCallum and Whitaker (1979) have shown that the policy neutral-

ity result does not apply to such aggregate demand tools as automatic
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stabilizers because these react simultaneously to changes in economic

conditions, rather than with a lag as in the feedback monetary policy

discussed above. For example, with progressive taxes, after—tax income

irnediately changes as a fraction of total income when nominal income

fluctuates. This can have direct real stabilizing effects. It should

be emphasized, however, that in principle monetary policy could be made

to operate just as simultaneously as the automatic stabilizers. This

has not been the case in practice, however, except for extreme interest

rate pegging where the central banks supply of reserves responds

instantaneously to changes in demand.

Uncertainty about Temporary Versus Permanent Cha~~~in Economic

Conditions

The theory discussed above emphasizes lack of information about

whether demand changes are local or economy—wide. From the viewpoint

of stabilization policy, an equally important type of uncertainty is

the lack of information about whether an observed economic change is

temporary or permanent. Theories which emphasize temporary versus per-

manent effects are, of course, not new to macroeconomics, as exemplified

by Friedman’s (1956) original permanent income theory of consumption.

Muth (1960, 1961) also emphasized the distinction in his original work

on rational expectations. Here we are concerned with the importance of

this uncertainty for the link between aggregate demand and real output.

The general point is that a shift in nominal aggregate demand, which is

expected to be permanent will have a much smaller effect on real output

and a correspondingly larger effect on prices, than a shift which is

expected to be temporary.
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Suppose, for example, that in an attempt to reduce the rate of

inflation the central bank reduces the growth rate of the money supply

The information problem which economic agents face is whether this

change is a permanent one, or whether the central bank will soon give

up on its resolve to lower the growth rate of the money supply. In

reality, this information problem is not trivial, and cannot be elimi-

nated simply by announcing that today’s start at monetary restraint is

the beginning of a permanent shift in policy. Lack of credibility

about whether the shift is indeed permanent may be cured only by the

public observing the results of the new policy.

During the transition period when people learn whether the shift

is temporary or permanent, the policy of restraint can have real output

effects, even if prices are perfectly flexible. This cam be illustrated

using the algebra introduced above.4 Equation (2) can be written in

terms of inflation rates rather than price levels by subtracting the

lagged price from p and p. This gives

(4) ~t = ~t - ~t)

when ¶rt is the expected rate of inflation. Suppose that =

that there is initially no uncertainty, but that starting in period t+l

the central bank reduces the rate of growth of the money supply to a

level that will generate an inflation rate of < for s > t. If

the mew policy is not fully credible, then people will not immediately

adjust their expectations to ir~. A reasonable assumption would be that

they expect a level of inflation which incorporates the new information

4The following discussion is based on Taylor (1975)
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about ¶ as well as the previously expected rate of inflation. In

simple terms:

(5) = + (l-x);51 s = t÷l,t+2,...

Formula (5) can be derived more formally using Bayesian techiques which

incorporate the uncertainty about whether the new inflation rate is

permanent or whether the observed change is a temporary occurrence. The

parameter A will be time dependent in general, however, and this should

be taken into account if one is interested in quantitative policy

eval uatiom.

To see the effects of the new monetary policy on real output

assume for simplicity that is equal to a constant ii* for 5 > t + 1.

Then from (5) we have

s—l
(6) = A ~ (l_A)ha* + (l_A)5~t

i=0

for s > t + 1. Hence, ii~ converges to irk, but will be greater than ~

if Tr* is less than ~t (if the new monetary policy is toaimfora lower

rate of inflation). The gap between the expected rate of inflation

and the actual rate of inflation ¶* will be larger, the smaller is A.

Hence, the less credibility there is about the new policy, the larger

the inflation gap and the larger the reduction in real output. There

will be no reduction in real output if A=l. In this way the uncertainty

about permanent versus temporary effects has an important influence on

the way policy is linked to real economic variables.

The type of model represented here in very simple terms has been

emphasized in stabilization policy analyses by Fellner (1976),
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B. Friedman (1979), and Taylor (1975). A full macroeconomic model

developed by Brunner, Cukierman, and Meltzer (1979) uses the distinc-

tion between permanent and temporary effects to examine the influence

of supply shocks as well as demand shocks on production. Flood and

Garber (1979) have provided estimates of similar credibility parameters

in the case of monetary reform in the German hyper-inflation.

These types of models have been criticized, especially when used

for policy analyses of the type discussed here, because they appear to

depend on policy deception (see Barro (1978)). While the potential for

deception is clearly present in these models they are equally applicable

to situations where all parties disclose their intentions. Unfortu-

nately, disclosure does not generate imediate credibility. It is the

problem associated with this lack of credibility which these models

emphasize.

Contracts and Relative Price Effects

Imperfect information is not the only reason that aggregate

demand would be expected tu influence real output. Temporary rigid-

ities in prices or wages might force some of the change in nominal

demand into changes in real production. Since casual observation

suggests that such rigidities are pervasive either in the form of ex-

plicit contracts or less formal implicit contracts, economists have

been willing to take these rigidities as given. The main theoretical

development in this area during the past several years has been to

recognize that the form w~ichthese rigidities takes is important for

stabilization analysis. Attempts have been made to model these rigid-

ities with more detail than was previously available, and to trace out
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the implications for policy. Two different forms of this type ot

analysis can be usefully distinguished.

The most common form of this type of model assumes that wages are

at least temporarily rigid, but that prices are perfectly flexible in

the sense that firms cannot directly influence profit margins by

marking up their prices relative to wage costs. Firms simply adjust

their demand for labor when the real wage shifts against them. Recent

examples of this type of model are found in Fischer (1977), Phelps

(1978), and Calvo (1980). Letting w~represent the nominal wage and

keeping the notation introduced earlier, the most rudimentary form of

this model is

(7) = - wt).

When the real wage rises firms reduce output and employment, until the

marginal productivity of labor is increased. If wt is partially pre-

determined, perhaps because of multiperiod contracts which were set in

previous periods, then the link between aggregate demand and real out-

put follows directly. If aggregate demand is determined according to

equation (1) then

cz(vt_ wt)
(8) y÷= +

l+c~

and clearly changes in nominal mt get translated into real output. The

mechanism is simply that a higher money supply raises prices which

lowers the real wage and stimulates employment and production.

The major advance in using this type of model has been to develop

the mechanism determining the nominal wage. Fischer assumes, for
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!xample, that there are overlapping contracts with a fraction of the

:ontracts set in each period so as to keep the expected real wage

:onstant. A consequence of this assumption is that aggregate demand

~ffects do not persist for longer than the length of the longest con—

:ract. Another consequence is that wage or price trends have no

:endency to persist. In these two respects this type of model has many

eatures which are similar to the results of the information—based models.

This has led Gramlich (1979), for example, to conclude that wage—rigidities

lo not add much in the way of policy implications to a rational expecta—

:ions models. In principle, of course, announced monetary policy affects

‘eal variables in such models, even with rational expectations. This has

)eem emphasized by Fischer (1977). The question is whether they describe

:he wage and price dynamics in an empirically accurate way that is rele—

tant for policy analysis.

The main feature of these models is their dependence on real wage

thanges for all employment effects. As discussed above, it has been

lifficult to find much variation in the real wage over the business

:ycle. Empirical checks of this model along the lines of Sargent (1978)

ising the distinction between straight—time and over—time workers would

:herefore be very useful.

On the other hand, there are important policy problems where

:hanges in real wages are the central issue. For example, a supply

hock could shift the marginal productivity downward requiring a reduc—

:ion in the real wage. With sticky wages, this reduction might be

lifficult without monetary intervention. In effect the monetary

wthorities can use monetary policy to shift the price level to a

}osition such that the real wage is equal to the level which workers
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would have aimed for, if they had known about the shock when they

signed the contract. This is the conclusion of Phelps (1978) who bases

his analysis on such a model. Gordon’s (1975) analysis of agricultural

supply shocks reaches a similar conclusion if farm prices shift up

while industrial prices are assumed to be relatively riqid. Blinder

(1979) also emphasizes these relative price rigidities in examining the

appropriate response of policy to an oil price shock. One difficulty

with all these analyses is the possibility that the assumed rigid wage

(or price) eventually adjusts to offset the policy—induced shift in

relative prices. In the Phelps analysis, this is not much of a diffi-

culty in principle because the real wage is pushed toward what workers

and firms would have negotiated otherwise. Another difficulty, already

alluded to, is that the models do not capture much of the persistence

effects of inflation and unemployment which now seem to present impor-

tant policy problems. In this respect they are similar to the informa-

tion—based models reviewed above.

Staggered Contracts and Inflation Persistence

By most measures the variability of the general price level in

recent years has been larger than the variability of all but a small

number of relative prices. For example, the real wage has been rela-

tively stable compared with the sharp rise in nominal wages and prices.

Moreover, changes in both nominal wages and prices are more highly cor-

related with business cycle fluctuation than changes in the relative

wage. For these reasons, one night suspect that analyses which focus

on real wage changes as the sole cause of employment shifts night be

omitting other factors.
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Another class of models which are based on rigidities in wages

nd prices deemphasize the aggregate effects of relative price shifts

nd focus on the problems of general price movements. These models

mphasize the fact that all prices and wages are not set in unison

cross the economy but are generally staggered, and that a primary

eterninant of the price decision is the prevailing price outstanding

n the market. Hall (1979) has recently developed a microeconomic

odel which gives an explanation for the importance of setting prices

elative to the prevailing price.

An example of this type of model is given in Taylor (1979).

irms and workers decide on a wage xt in period t which is to last for

wo periods. The contract wage xt is set according to the expected

revailing wage during the contract period with suitable adjustments to

eflect demand conditions. Hence

wt+w
9) xt t+l +~(y+y)

2 2

here wt l/2(xt + xt1) is the average wage at time t. The expecta-

ions of ~ represent demand pressure on wage decisions. If we make

he additional assumption that profit margins are relatively stable

hen Pt = w~+ y where y is a constant parameter which we can set to

ero without loss of generality. By holding the relative wage constant,

he model purposely abstracts from relative price changes and focuses

n general price movements.

In this model, as with the previous model based on price rigid-

ties, aggregate demand policy has a direct effect on real output. If

quation (1) is the aggregate—demand relationship, then the mechanism
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works as follows: the price level is predetermined since the wage is

predetermined and profit margins do not adjust. Hence, an increase in

the money supply increases real balances, which tends to increase the

real demand for goods. This results in an increase in production and

hence an increase in employment. Eventually wages and prices will ad-

just because the favorable demand conditions will give firms the incen-

tive to pay increased wage demands. This in turn tends to raise prices

and reduce real money balances. Eventually a new equilibrium is

reached at a higher price level but with the same level of production.

Homey is neutral in the long rum.

What is different about this model compared with those discussed

in the previous section is that convergence to the new equilibrium

takes time, and there is never any important shift in relative wages

(there is a period during which the workers who had settled their con-

tracts when the money supply was changed tend to fall behind other

workers but this is not necessarily integral to the workings of the

model). The inertia in wage movements following the shift in money

supply cam be demonstrated by solving the model to obtain5

= Sx~1 + 6mt

where s and cS depend on the parameter t. Hence, a change in the money

supply sets off a series of changes in the contract wage x~and hence

in the average wage w~. This series of changes in wt is matched by the

price level ~t and, if the money supply is held fixed at the mew level

5The derivation requires the use of rational expectations to
solve out for the expectation variables.
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is reflected in a similar pattern of changes in real output. Because

of these persistence effects this type of model would seem to be more

useful for examining stabilization problems associated with reducing

inflation, or more generally achieving price stability, than the models

discussed in the previous section. If changes in real wages are also

thought to be important, then they can easily be incorporated into the

analysis. Theoretical frameworks of this kind have been used for

policy analysis by Phelps (l978a), Gertler (1977), Modigliani and

Papademos (1978), Papademos (1979), and Taylor (1980).

These models have some similarities to the “disequilibrium”

models developed by Clower (1965) and Barro and Grossman (1976). Im-

portant differences not generally found in “disequilibrium” models are

the use of rational expectations, a reasonably explicit description of

the contract mechanism, and a reliance on the more traditional aggre-

gate demand framework without the development of market spillover

effects or of binding supply constraints. These differences largely

reflect empirical considerations or modelling strategies. It is not

yet clear what is to be gained empirically or theoretically from incor-

porating disequilibrium spillover effects. A recent paper by Green and

Honkapohja (1979) has attempted to bring rational expectations into a

framework which corresponds more closely with the disequilibrium

models. However, their approach is designed to avoid explicit treat-

ment of the nonlinearities caused by setting market transactions equal

to the minimum of supply and demand. Rational expectations are much

easier to deal with in linear models, and this is one reason the

“demand is determining” assumption is used. Another reason is that the

assumption seems to be empirically realistic in many situations.
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çp~sonof~heMternativeTheories

What sets the contracting models off from the information-based

models is of course the use of “sticky” prices, and the corresponding

disuse of the market—clearing assumptions. In the contract models,

markets “clear” in the short run in the sense that supply adjusts to

meet the demand; in the long run, prices eventually adjust to clear

markets. In the information models, on the other hand, prices instan-

taneously adjust to clear markets in the short run. Which approach is

better? I have used the contracting approach because it corresponds

more closely with my interpretation of the market mechanisms in the

real world. It is not just the widely discussed long—tern labor con-

tracts which suggest this interpretation, but also the much more common

(at least in the U.S.) implicit contracts, which are much shorter and

are usually not called contracts. In fact, long—term labor contracts

have so many indexing provisions that they probably correspond more

closely with shorter contracts. Research in this area has shown that

“contracts” do not have to be very long to generate a very lengthy

persistence of wage and price inflation. (See Taylor (1980), for ex-

ample.) But in using these contracting models, one has to be aware

that without an explicit utility maximization framework, there is a

possibility that the models are not robust to changes in policy. Again

my preference has been to make the most of these models in situations

where the contracting mechanisms are relatively robust.

At the same time, it is difficult not to appreciate the theoret-

ical elegance of the information models, and the potential to use the

traditional tools of microeconomics to conduct policy analysis with

these models. But even the information-based models have some ad hoc
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assumptions, especially when they need to be modified for empirical

work. One of the major recent developments in the literature on market-

clearing rational expectations has been to pursue a more theoretically

rigorous approach with the aim of omitting the remaining ad hoc

features, in particular the money demand equation or quantity theory

equations (such as equation (1) in this paper). See Wallace (1977) and

Cass and Shell (l979).6

The work by Azariadis (1975), Baily (1974), and D, F. Gordon

(1976) does not provide as much of a foundation for contract models as

one might have originally thought. These theories do not suggest why

contracts are set in nominal terms without contingencies. In fact,

Barro (1979) has suggested that these microeconomic theories are more

useful in showing that the market—clearing models are useful “as if”

devices. Calvo and Phelps (1978) and Hall and Lilien (1979) have pro-

vided alternative theories of contracts which emphasize the practical

and theoretical difficulties of making contracts contingent on

everything.

Most of the policy discussions associated with the theories re-

viewed above have been about the effectiveness of policy or whether

policy activism is useful or not. In the market—clearing setting, only

useful appraisal of the overlapping generations model approach

advocated by Wallace is contained in Cass and Shell (1979). The major
appeal of this approach is the enormous theoretical mileage one gets
from the disaggregation of generations. At an abstract level this dis-
aggregation is very similar to the disaggregation of contracts according
to when they are negotiated —- a feature of the contracting nodels
discussed in Section 1.4. More generally one suspects that different
types of disaggregation are likely to yield additional theoretical in-
sights. Another example is the two-sector model explored by Sargent
and Wallace (1971), Henderson and Sargent (1973), and Foley and
Sidrauski (1970).
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unanticipated changes in aggregate—demand policy matter, so announced

policies do affect output. In contracting models aggregate—demand pol-

icy has effect whether it is anticipated or not. Hence, in these models,

policy is effective and, in certain cases, policy activisn is desirable.

Some examples of the optimal reaction to supply shocks were discussed above.

McCallun (1977) has argued that price rigidities are not really

the source of the policy effectiveness in the contracting models. In

criticizing the contract model used by Phelps and Taylor (1977) he shows

that monetary policy is ineffective if one removes inventory effects on

production, but uses the supply equation in the form of equation (2).

However, inventory effects on production are an important part of

models where prices do not adjust to clear markets. Firms will want to

increase production, for example, if inventories are drawn down below

optimal levels because price adjustments are not quick enough. This is

the rationale behind the inventory effects on production in the Phelps—

Taylor model. Omitting the term attributes suboptimal inventory

management to rational firms. This point has been demonstrated by

Frydman (1979) in a critique of McCallum’s results.

The main outcome of the policy—effectiveness debate is a general

consensus that rational expectations per se does not rule out effective

aggregate—demand management. It is the flexible—price market—clearing

assumption that makes policy ineffective for shortrun stabilization policy.7

7Hscher (1978) and Lucas (1975) mention the nonneutrality that
comes even in market—clearing models from the substitution out of money
into real capital when the expected rate of inflation rises. However,
this mechanism is not seriously considered as a tool of aggregate de—
mand—nanagement. Moreover it is likely to be offset by tax effects. A
useful discussion of the relationship between rational expectations and
policy effectiveness is found in Lucas (1980).
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POLICIES TO STABILIZE PRICES

The practical policy implications of these models can be alter-

natively stated from the viewpoint of price stabilization rather than

from the viewpoint of policy intervention to affect output. Suppose,

for example, that the rate of inflation is generally agreed to have

become too high, either because of past policy mistakes or unavoidable

velocity shifts, and that tne monetary authorities want to reduce the

rate of inflation. The important question is whether the monetary re-

straint necessary to achieve this goal of price stabilization will

cause a recession and how large that recession will be. The answer to

that question will obviously influence the policymakers choice of how

much restraint to apply.

If we take literally the information-based models, which emphasize

the uncertainty between aggregate and local shocks, them if this policy

of restraint is announced it will not have any effect on real output.

There will be no recessiom since inflation will match the reduction in

monetary growth point for point. This striking conclusion is, of

course, contrary to the views of many economists and policymakers, and

I think for this reason the model is still rejected by many economists

as a practical guide to policy.

On the other hand, if there is uncertainty about whether the

chamges in policy are permanent or temporary (as discussed above), them

the real effects of policy will exist, and a recession would be ex-

pected to occur. The size and duration of the recession would depend

on the speed with which people begim to believe that the central bank

is firm in its resolve to restrain money growth. If the credibility is

high or increases quickly, then the recession could be very mild.
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Feilner (1979) indicates why he thinks that credibility is likely to

increase quickly, if a clear announced policy of restraint is under-

taken, and that peoples expectations of inflation would be swiftly

revised downwards.

The contract—based models yield different conclusions. The

models which emphasize real wage shifts because of asymmetric rigidi-

ties do not suggest any reason for a recession to last longer than the

length of the average contract. The inflation rate could be put on its

new target path in the first period; in the second period waqes would

adjust. In fact, if the restraining policy was announced and believed

one period (year?) in advance, there would be no decline in output. In

this case, this type of contract model does not give results that are

much different from the market clearing models.

The general staggered contract models suggest, on the other hand,

that the recession would be somewhat longer because the adjustment pro-

cess is passed on gradually from one contract to the next. However,

because there are some forward—looking features to these models (see

equation (g), the recession would not be expected to be as severe as

would be implied by the simple reduced forms (see equation (10)). The

policy of restraint (if it is believed) would change the parameters of

(10), so as to reduce the size of the recession. Accurate quantitative

estimates of how much the parameters would be expected to change have

yet to be obtained, though simulation results in Taylor (1980) suggest

that it is likely to be significant.

In sum, each of the models reviewed here has implications about

the real effects of a policy of price stabilization. (These models.

ignore, of course, any direct positive real effects that a more certain
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rice level might bring; see Fischer and Modigliani (197~) for a dis-

:ussion of these direct effects.) In the cases where the real effect

s likely to be significant, it would be interesting and useful to

:ompare empirically its magnitude with the estimates provided by con-

‘entional econometric techniques as summarized by Okun (1978). This is

feasible and well—defined estimation problem as the discussion above

mkes clear.

ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF STABILIZATION POLICY

This section gives an overview of several recent developments

:oncerning the choice of alternative techniques to analyze stabili-

:ation policy. Some of these issues are intimately connected with the

theoretical developments summarized in the first section.

Ihe Lucas Critique of Econometric Policymaking

Econometric models have played a large role in policy formulation

in recent years. It is rare that the staff members of policymaking

igencies do not run alternative policies through the major large scale

?conometric models before meeting with their principals, even if they

lo not have formal models of their own. Whether this heavy use of

aconometric models actually influences the decisions of policymakers is

3nother question. Political or other noneconomic considerations are

frequently a factor. But when pureh economic advice is sought, the

results of the econometric models are certainly taken into account. For

axample, the property of almost all econometric models that nonaccom—

aodative monetary policy has small effects on prices and large effects

~n output, undoubtedly influences policymakers to choose more accom—

modative policies than they otherwise would.
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Lucas (1976) has criticized this type of econometric policymaking.

He argues convincingly that the parameters of these models are not in-

variant to changes in policy, so that the policy experiments performed

on these models (which treat the parameters as fixed) give misleading

results. R. J. Gordon (1976) suggests that suitable modifications of

econometric policy evaluation procedures could deal with the Lucas

criticism. The parameters could, in principle, be made endogenous.

The parameters of econometric models can shift for many reasons,

but the one Lucas emphasized was that rational economic agents would

forecast the future effects of policy, and accordingly, modify their

behavior in a way not described in the econothetric models. To deal

with this problem it is necessary at least to reestimate the econometric

models taking these expectation effects into account. The most prac-

tical way to do this with existing econometric techniques is to use the

rational expectations assumption. Having specified and estimated an

econometric model with rational expectations it is then possible to

perform a policy analysis to take account of the expectations effects.

This is the approach taken by Taylor (1979a). A sinple quarterly

econometric model of the U. S. economy was estimated during the 1954-

1976 period, imposing rational expectations on economic agents. Using

the estimated parameters of this model, alternative policies were com-

pared, and for a given set of policy preferences, optimal policies were

calculated. Because the model incorporated contracts of the kind dis-

cussed above, a policy tradeoff between inflation and unemployment was

implied by the model and this was calculated using the estimated para-

meters. The tradeoff was characterized by a “best” relationship
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)etween output stability and price stability.8 This optimal relation-

;hip apparently dominated actual policy during the period as well as

the policy of a constant growth rate for the money supply. Constant

noney growth would have given better results than actual policy, how—

?ver, according to these estinates.

Anderson (1979) and Fair (1979) have tried to estimate the quan-

titative significance of the Lucas critique by simulating convention—

flly estimated econometric models, with rational expectations inserted.

rhey both find the effects to be quantitatively significant, but their

-esults are difficult to interpret because the conventional models were

iot formulated as rational expectations models. For example, Anderson

l979) finds that the Phillips curve is much steeper when he imposes

‘ational expectations on the model. But clearly the specifiers of his

nodel would have altered its specifications if they knew rational ex—

)ectations would be imposed. It is likely that the adaptive expecta-

tions distributed lags used in such models are designed to caoture

)ther dynamic properties than pure extrapolative forecasting.

Quantitative work of this kind with rational expectations is only

just beginning. More experience with these techniques will be

lecessary before they can be accurately appraised as significant in—

)rovements over conventional econonetric policy evaluation procedures.

rhe results available thus far are promising, are already giving rough

8
Flemming (1976) p. 73 suggests that a tradeoff between output

;tability and price stability might be a good way to characterize the
)olicy problem. Phelps and Taylor (1977), Taylor (1980), and Green and
lonkapohja (1979) have calculated theoretical tradeoffs of this kind.
\n international comparison of such tradeoffs is given in Taylor
:i98Oa).
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empirical estimates of the effect of policy, and indicate that further

research is fruitful.

Two objections can be raised against these attempts to account

for the Lucas critique. One is that the rational expectations assump-

tion is not accurate because it does not incorporate learning on the

part of individuals about the economy. If this learning problem is

significant, then these techniques will have to be nodified. Learning

effects are likely to be a serious empirical problem immediately

following a major economic reform. This was illustrated above for the

case where the monetary authorities change their policy and oeople do

not know whether it is a permanent or temporary change. However, even

if learning problems are significant, these techniques will be useful

for evaluating alternative policy procedures over a long period of time.

For example, it is useful to know if a less accommodative monetary

policy during the 1960s and l970s would have increased the amplitude of

business cycle fluctuations as much as conventional econometric models

would imply. If the use of rational expectations gave results much

different from other models over long enough periods for the rational

expectations assumption to be realistic, then the results would be

taken into consideration in recommending how accommodative policy

should be in the 1980s.

Another objection to the quantitative use of rational expecta-

tions as described here is that there are other reasons that parameters

of a model could change. For example, even if rational expectations

were used, behavioral relations for contract—wage determination might

shift with policy as workers and firms change contract lengths. While

expectations are probably a significant source of parameter drift, this
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does not nean that models can ignore other behavioral shifts. Success-

ful policy evaluation requires careful modelling of all behavioral

relations.

The Mew Equilibrium Approach to Policy Evaluation

Lucas and Sargent (1978) have suggested that the pervasiveness of

these other sources of parameter shifts means that minor modifications

of econometric models are not sufficient. They recommend a “new equi-

librium” approach to modelling in which all economic relations are

based on explicit utility maximization analysis. If tastes and tech-

nology remain relatively constant -- or can be modelled as exogenous

factors -- then this approach, in principle, will avoid these other

types of parameter shifts. The approach is attractive because once one

has developed a model based on sound utility maximization principles,

macroeconomic policy analysis is conducted like any other welfare

analysis in microeconomics, Explicit externalities can be located and

offset by optimal policies, and no approximate aggregate welfare

criteria such as output and price stability are necessary. One would

design policy to maximize the welfare of the representative individual.

Attempts to design business cycle or econometric models along these

lines include the work by Barro (1976), Lucas (1975), Hansen and

Sargent (1980) and Kydland and Prescott (1980).

This approach represents a fundamental change in macroeconomic

policy evaluation and its full practical implementation will take a

long time as emphasized by Lucas and Sargent (1978). As an alternative

to the approach outlined in the previous section, several reservations

about this new equilibrium approach might be mentioned. Does utility
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maximization provide any additional constraints on an economic model

which do not already come from a set of explicit decision rules and

rational expectations? If it does not, then the gains from beginning

each analysis with explicit utility maximization are not clear. For

example, one of the major ad hoc features of decision rules designed

for empirical work is that they include lags to capture the gradual

adjustment of firms to new economic conditions. With utility maximi-

zation, these lags are “explained” by adjustment costs which tend to

make it optimal for firms to adjust slowly. But one has almost as much

freedom to choose adjustment costs in a utility framework as one does to

choose lag length when writing down decision rules. Unless good micro—

economic or technological information is available to measure these

adjustment costs, the utility maximization approach does not seem to

provide additional information in this case.

Another reservation concerns the &~is~1use of the welfare of

the representative individual as the criterion for stabilization policy.

In principle this approach is better than the alternative approach of

postulating an aggregate measure of welfare, which might include

measures of inflation or aggregate employment stability. But the aggre-

gate welfare approach has advantages in practice. It is very difficult

to incorporate some of the welfare gains of price stability into individ-

ual utility functions. The gains from a relatively stable aggregate price

level involve such considerations as providing a more certain framework

for private decision making. Until one finds a way to incorporate

these complex effects into individual utility functions, the use
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of aggregate criteria may serve as satisfactory and workable

alternatives.

Rules Versus Discretion

The debate between those favoring rules versus discretion has

not diminished in recent years but the arguments have been modified. A

definitional change is that rules are now rarely taken to mean holding

policy instruments constant. Feedback rules, in which the money supply

responds in a systematic way to economic developments, are rules as

much as constant money growth.

Kydland and Prescott (1977) have suggested that the problem of

time inconsistency (see also Calvo (1979)), implies that rules

should be used rather than discretion. Time inconsistency can arise

because of taste change or because people forecast future behavior

of policymakers. In both cases policymakers may be tempted to change

plans after they have announced the optimal path. Time inconsistency

does not imply that optimization techniques cannot be used (see

Fischer (1980) for a discussion of this issue), but it does raise

questions of how policy should be implemented. Kydland and Prescott

(1977) argued that rules would be a way to reduce the incentive for

policymakers to change plans. Rules do not generally exploit the

initial conditions of a maximization problem as much as fully optimal

policies. If policymakers do not exploit initial conditions today,

then people might expect that they will not exploit initial conditions

in the future. But of course there is no logical guarantee. This
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preference for rules over discretion is a practical, rather than a

logical, implication of time inconsistency problems.9

Another practical reason to prefer rules over discretion is that,

especially with rational expectations, it is difficult to estimate the

impact of alternative discretionary paths with great accuracy. The

rational—expectations assumption is not accurate unless one can assume

people are familiar with how policy works; this might require that they

have experience with one type of rule for a long period of time.1°

Fischer (1979) has suggested a compromise resolution to the rules

versus discretion debate: rules should be used in normal times, but in

the case of an unanticipated disaster (such as a financial panic) dis-

cretion should come into play. It is difficult to disagree with this

eclectic solution to the problem, but practical implementation might

prove difficult. Objective measures of what is normal and what is ab-

normal are difficult to obtain in economics.

A less constructive, but perhaps more realistic resolution to the

rules versus discretion debate comes from deemphasizing the distinction

between the two. If policymakers make the same policy decision when-

ever their staffs’ econometric forecasts are the same, then in effect

9
Monetarists who advocate the use of a fixed money growth rule,

suggest that, because of initial conditions (a high inflation rate in-
herited from the past), the growth rate be diminished to the target
path slowly when starting out on such a plan. There is a tine incon-
sistency argument here. If higher rates of money growth are advocated
because of initial condition, then what is to keep people from ex-
pecting a return to high money growth when similar conditions arise
again in the future?

10Another practical reason is that statistical estimates of
policy effects are considerably less complex if one can focus on rules.
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they are using rules. The rules might be difficult to describe and

even more difficult to estimate, but they are rules nonetheless. If

this is a good description of the way policy works, then research which

focuses on alternative rules rather than discretionary paths might turn

out to be the more practically useful type of policy research. Such

research might suggest ways in which the policymaking process (rule)

should be modified in order to improve the performance of the economic

system.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This overview has been aimed at recent theoretical research in

stabilization theory. Earlier research on such issues as the choice of

intermediate targets, problems of lags in the effect of policy, and the

effect of parameter uncertainty on the choice of policy instrument has

been omitted largely because theoretical developments in these areas

have been relatively minor in recent years. It should be emphasized

that these older problems continue to be of practical importance. The

continuing efforts to persuade the Fed to switch to a reserve targeting

procedure in their short-run operating strategy is a case in point.

The practical interpretation of these earlier stabilization issues

has been changed in some cases, however, by the theoretical develop-

ments reviewed in this paper. For example, Poole’s (1970) analysis of

the choice of policy instrument loses most of its practical relevance

in the mark~t—clearingmodels where monetary policy is ineffective.

But in the contracting models, where monetary policy effects on real

output are significant, Poole’s analysis needs only slight modifications

to account for the rational expectations effects. Interest rate
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pegging frequently leads to instability in rational expectations models,

whether prices are flexible or temporarily rigid. This policy impli-

cation, which was emphasized by Sargent and Wallace (1975), appears to

be robust to change in the theory which is used.11 That many other

important policy implications are not robust to changes in alternative

theories -- as was emphasized here for the policy objective of price

stabilization -- suggests that additional theoretical and empirical

work to sort out and test these theories should be high on any agenda

for future research on stabilization policy.

11Such instability can occur in the model used by Phelps and
Taylor (1977) for example. Because prices are set at levels which
clear markets on average, market—clearing conditions are used to deter-
mine expected future prices which in turn are used to determine the
current price setting. Extreme interest rate pegging can make future
prices and hence the current price level undetermined.
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